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United Basic Income platform
http://horizon.ngo
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MISSION

- to unite basic income initiatives worldwide
- to make it easy and affordable for everyone

to set up independent basic income projects

- to distribute Horizon basic income tokens
- to create an opportunity to reinvent, 

to flourish and to give back more

- to motivate: just do it!
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TARGETS

- to build a decentralized autonomous solution
- to build a solid basic income service platform

- to forge strategic partnerships with non-profit 
organisations, official institutions and companies

- to continuously fuel the financial reserve
- to guarantee valuable payouts 

for at least one year!
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SOLUTION

TODAY:
- MVP built on Ethereum

http://horizon.ngo/dapp
- Factory generates UBI splitter instances
- splitters pay out ERC20 token holders
- Factory, splitters and token admin

TOMORROW:

- internal token exchange (ERC20 and ERC721)
- solution for cutting Ethereum gas cost
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HORIZON FACTORY
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HORIZON TOKENS
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HORIZON SPLITTER



ROADMAP

- 2018 Q2: DApp on Ropsten testnet ✔
- 2018 Q3: DApp on Ethereum mainnet
- 2018 Q4: DAO on Aragon, DAOStack or …
- 2019 Q2: cross-platform mobile application

ADDITIONALLY:
- new features such as internal token exchange
- forging strategic partnerships, for example: 

- decentralized governance services
- social enterprise products
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MINING KINGZ
- Assembly & hosting of GPU mining equipment
- 7 years of experience in advanced crypto mining
- Dedicated IT team maintaining mining 

installations 24/7
- Scalable solutions offered on Mining Kingz 

hosting farm or at customer site
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Miner Specs

- Up to 8 GPU’s
- Power consumption: 1.35 kWh
- Linux operating system
- hashrate: 240 MH/s

for mining Ether

info@miningkingz.be - https://www.miningkingz.be 



KEY POINT SUMMARY

- Horizon unites initiatives
- Horizon offers valuable payouts
- Horizon is a basic income service platform

(in its core, a recurring payment system)
- Horizon fuels its reserve by: 

- strategic partnerships
- sister projects

- Horizon values transparency
- No ICO will be organized
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MORE INFO

Dirk von Heinrichshorst
dirk@horizon.ngo
+32485932822

“The best way to predict the future is to create it!”
- Abraham Lincoln
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